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SECTION-A
Explaio the frequency response of Rl. lieid effect transistors.

Explain the small signal BJT model.

Explain the construction and functionaliry of High Electron Mobil
For a particular Si pn-junction the doping concentratiom are given to be
ND = 5 x 1015 cmr with an intrinsic concenhatiot of tr = 1.5 x I
barrier voltages for T = j00.K.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
All questions carry marks as indicated.
Aaswer THREE questions aor. section A atrd rrrREE questions tom section B
Due credit will be given to leatness and adequate dimensions.
Assume suitable data wherever Decessary.

Ilh.rsrrak your.answers whereve! necessary with tie help of near skerches.
Use pen of Blue,Black ink/refill only for qriting the answer book.

3 Discuss a method used to convert lumped eleqrents to trarlsmission line sectrons
Explain the design of class A power arnplitier
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Explain Bardwidth eDhancemeot in high ftequency amplifier design

Exptain rhe following related to filter implementation :

(i) Unit elements

(ii) Huroda's ldentities

SECTION-B

Explain in brief single-ended LNA and differential LNA design 6

Explain the following characteristics of a mixer :

(i) Conversioo gain

(ii) Noise figure

(iii) LinearitY aod isolation 
8

(iv) Spurs.

Explain linearity and large-signal performance in LNA'

Explain dielectric resonator oscillator design G

7

Explain noise ProPerties of PLLS'

Explain second-order PLL model'

Wtat are sequential phase detectors ? Heuce' explain SR flip-flop as a phase detector'

(b) Exptain the following related to PLL desigD

(i) Loop filters

(ii) Charge PumPs
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